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Over the course of two days, Ignited tested a prototype version of the Keep button and the AdKeeper web 
site. Overall, users found AdKeeper easy to use and the design both clean and simple. One user 
commented that it was surprisingly uncluttered for an advertising site. After being exposed to AdKeeper, 
many users went from being skeptical to wanting to use it to start keeping ads. However, users did 
struggle initially to understand the basic concept of saving ads, how to use the Keep button, how to find 
AdKeeper to retrieve their ads, and how to find the Gallery to view more ads. 
 
 
Initial Questions 
 
At the beginning of the session, subjects will be asked the following questions to warm them up and to 
gain some additional information: 
 

1. How often do you use the Internet? What do you use it for? 
a. All participants used the Internet daily, for both work and at home 
b. Larry and Matthew were the least savvy users 
c. Cassie and Zach were the most savvy users 

2. How often do you click on online advertising? 
a. Participants represented a wide range from almost daily to never 

3. Have you ever used any ad blocking software? 
a. Most participants had some sort of popup blocker software installed 
b. Only Lita mentioned using something like Firefox and the AdBlocker extension three 

years ago 
4. Have you ever used the web to save money with coupons, online promotions, or discount offers? 

a. All participants have used the web to save money in some fashion 
5. Have you ever torn an ad out of a magazine or newspaper to save it? 

a. Many participants said they did, but not all 
6. Have you ever wanted to save an online advertisement for future reference? 

a. A few participants said yes 
b. In the past they have bookmarked sites or written down notes to retain the information in 

online ads 
 
 
The Keep Button 
 
The task users were given said “You have heard that there is now a way to save online 
advertisements…Save this contest ad so that you can see it in the future…” 
 
 
Finding the Keep Button 
 

• Most users did not realize the Keep button would 
save the ad 

• Other ways they tried to save the ad included: 
o Right clicking on it 
o Trying to open up the URL the ad goes to in 

a new tab to return to later 
o Clicked on the ad and then bookmarked the 

URL it went to 
o Email the URL to their own address 
o Used the browserʼs File menu to save the 

page to the desktop 
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o Try to select the ad to copy and paste it somewhere 
o Turn the page into a PDF and cropping it to the ad 

• Some users didnʼt seem to see the Keep button 
• Some users saw it, but didnʼt know what it would do 

o “This little button is hidden so I would have to know what it actually means to go down 
there” 

• Some users saw the Keep button but thought it had different functionality, such as: 
o A play button or some other video control (Three respondents) 
o A close button (Two respondents) 
o A button to expand to the left (One respondent. She also said, “I thought it was an 

exclamation point and a greater than sign.”) 
• As users see the Keep button more and see it across multiple ads and multiple brands, users will 

realize that it is something different from the ads themselves 
 
 
Providing Better Feedback 
 

• After clicking the button, many users weren't sure if anything happened 
o For most, the action seemed too quick and too easy 

§ “I was a little confused because it changed so fast.” 
§ “Nothing really happens” 

o Some expected to see an animation or a popup telling them what happened 
§ “Normally with something like this I would expect a popup just to confirm ʻsaved 

among your adsʼ or something like that...a gentle popup” 
o Some users did not pause to read the rollovers or moved their mouse off of them too 

quickly 
§ “When I first clicked on it, it didnʼt seem to do anything…maybe when you click 

on it something small will come up saying ʻthis ad will be saved at adkeeper.comʼ 
or whatever it is” 

§ This is almost exactly what the post-click rollover says, but the respondent didnʼt 
realize that 

• After clicking the button, many users clicked it again, launching AdKeeper.com. 
o Sometimes they did this because they weren't sure if the ad was truly saved so they 

clicked again: 
§ Either because they thought the first click didnʼt work 
§ Or because they wanted to go to AdKeeper to confirm it was saved 

o Other times they wanted to go to AdKeeper to find out what it was.  
§ “So, I think itʼs done something. It seems really small to say itʼs kept. I think that 

would definitely be something I would have to research to make sure it was 
actually holding what it was supposed to have for me.” 

• No users noticed the change from pre-click to post-click (blue to gray) on their own 

 
• Some users also assumed that they would have to have an account already set up to be able to 

start saving ads 
• Users did not always understand where their ads were being kept 
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Recommendations 

Make the Keep button more noticeable 
 

There are a number of was to create 
visual contrast and draw attention to 
the Keep button. Ten examples are 
illustrated to the right. Size and 
Position are probably infeasible from a 
technical and business perspective. 
Brightness and color might work, but 
would need to vary from ad to ad. That 
leaves orientation, shape, 
dimensionality, texture, motion, and 
weight as techniques to explore.  

Give users a clear indication of what the Keep 
button will do before they interact with it 
 

Some users ignore the Keep button or 
are hesitant to interact with it because 
they either have no idea what it will do 
or have a mistaken idea of what it will 
do. 

 
 
Do not place the Keep button in the upper right corner of an ad 
 

This could increase the number of users who see it as a close button. 
 
 
Provide stronger visual feedback upon clicking the Keep Button 
 

The change in the button was both too quick and too small for users to notice. Upon click there 
should be some sort of “saving…” animation or small popup within the ad providing a clearer 
indication that something has happened. This should remain for a few seconds, even if the user 
rolls off the button. Also the change in the button and rollover should be more dramatic and easier 
to notice. 
 
 

Provide a better explanation that the ad was saved and where to retrieve it 
 
Adding the “.com” to AdKeeper will help some. Having 
the post-click rollover pause for a few seconds before 
retracting will also help some. Additional information 
should be provided to make it very clear that users can go to AdKeeper.com and retrieve their 
ads and that they have the option of creating an account. 
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Getting to AdKeeper 
 
The task users were given said “…Find the ad you saved earlier.” 
 

• Most users had problems figuring out how to get to AdKeeper to view their saved ad. To do this 
successfully, users need to know two specific things: 

o Understand where the ad is being saved 
o Remember the name of the product that is saving the ad 
o “…I didnʼt know if it was functionality of the New York Times site…” 

• One of the first methods most users tried was to look for another Keep button on another ad, in 
order to click it to get to the link to AdKeeper 

o “If I didnʼt know the name of the site I guess the only other thing that I would probably try 
to do would [be to] save another ad and see where that went.” 

o The down side is that users are saving ads they are not interested 
o The up side is that users are finding their way to the site 
o This type of user behavior is known as satisficing, a combination of satisfy and suffice, 

where users find and adequate, but not ideal solution 
o One flaw with this approach is that users may not be able to easily find another Keep 

button 
• Other methods users tried to find AdKeeper included: 

o Checking the browser history 
o Trying to find that specific ad again on the New York Times 
o Saying they would have clicked on the ad or the button and left the page open in another 

tab or window 
o Saying they would have clicked through to AdKeeper the first time and bookmarked it 
o Searching for “Pepsi” or “Pepsi contest” in Google 
o Searching for the concept (e.g., “save ads”) in Google 
o Searching for “AdKeeper” in Google 
o Typing AdKeeper into the address field 

• Some users expected to click again to go to AdKeeper after they saved the ad to find out more 
o “If Iʼm interested enough to click on it in the first place, then Iʼm probably going to spend 

the four seconds to find out where it is later.” 
• Users seemed a bit confused by the fact that the process is too easy 

o Many expected to be given additional information, taken to another site, or prompted to 
register the first time they clicked on the button 

o At the same time, many users thought it was too much work to go and search Google 
trying to find AdKeeper again 

o “I guess if I was looking for where my ads went…I would probably go to AdKeeper.com or 
try to look up AdKeeper. But I think thatʼs kind of a lot of steps, personally. If itʼs the first 
time Iʼve clicked on it and donʼt really know what it is, I would think it would prompt me to 
do something as an initial user…” 
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Recommendations 

Provide a better explanation that the ad was saved and where to retrieve it 
 
Adding better feedback to the post-click button state as detailed above, will help users understand 
what has happened and what to do next 
 
 

Have the button behave differently the first time a user clicks on it 
 
First time users warrant special treatment, and they even seem to expect it. The first time a user 
clicks the Keep button, an explanatory popup could be displayed or AdKeeper.com could be 
opened in a new window. Additional information should be provided to make it very clear that 
users can go to AdKeeper.com and retrieve their ads and that they have the option of creating an 
account. 
 
 

Encourage users to bookmark AdKeeper 
 
When users do find the site, make sure they are able to get back to it by having calls-to-action for 
them to bookmark AdKeeper.com and buttons that use JavaScript to bookmark pages without 
requiring the user to use the browserʼs commands to do so. Providing users with the option to 
register will also help users remember the site because they are investing more effort into it. 
 
 

Get partner sites to include information about AdKeeper 
 
When trying to find AdKeeper, some users may return to the publisher site expecting more 
information there, while others may remember the brand in the ad and go to the advertiserʼs site 
trying to find their ad. To help these users, AdKeeper should try to get both publisher and 
advertiser sites to add some sort of AdKeeper badge to the footer of the site. This badge should 
include a Keep button and link to AdKeeper in a new window. 
 
 

Invest in search engine optimization 
 
Because some users may not remember the name, they might end up searching Google for the 
general concept of saving ads. Your SEO strategy should anticipate this and make sure 
AdKeeper is ranked at the top for any anticipated searches (e.g., save ads, keep ads, bookmark 
ads, store ads, save coupons, etc.) 
 

 
 
Finding the Gallery 
 
Once they were finished using the Keeper portion of the AdKeeper site, users were asked to “Find more 
ads”. 
 

• Most users had difficulty finding a way to view more ads 
• Some users were confused by how it looked and behaved on the page 

o They saw it as a heading and expected to be able to scroll down to see items underneath 
o “I tried to keep scrolling down because I thought that was the top of something else…” 
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o When they werenʼt able to scroll down, they thought it was unfinished or were confused 
and ignored it 

o Some seemed unfamiliar with web page elements that anchor themselves to the bottom 
of the browser 

o “Itʼs kind of strange…now that youʼve pointed it out I think itʼs clever how it scrolls up and 
down and so itʼs always there when you need it, but Iʼve never seen anything like that 
before.” 

o The design of the bar leads users to expect a specific behavior. They expect to see 
something underneath it. The bar does not behave as expected or even in a way that is 
familiar. By anchoring to the bottom of the browser it frustrates any attempt to see 
anything beneath it, so users give up 

o “When I first saw it, I was just like, oh thereʼs something else here, but then there nothing, 
so I think itʼs bothersome that itʼs there.” 

• Some users did not see it as clickable 
o Some said it looked more like a header and therefore didnʼt expect to be able to click it 
o One commented that the gray color made it seem not clickable 

• Some users were confused by the name “Gallery” 
o They thought it referred to their own gallery of ads (i.e., the Keeper) 
o The word gallery implies a curator, which they often thought referred to themselves 

• Not seeing anything else that worked, some users tried to use the Keeperʼs Advertisers and 
Categories menus to find additional ads 

 

 
 
Recommendations 

Redesign the Gallery bar 
 
Currently the Gallery bar looks too much like a header, title, or label to users. The current Gallery 
bar sticks out over the page, and the page continues underneath and below it. It makes it appear 
that the page continues. The bar behaves like it is anchored to the bottom of the browser, but it is 
not visually anchored to the bottom of the browser, the page peeks out beneath it leaving a gap of 
several pixels between the bar and the browserʼs edge. The bar should be redesigned to look 
more like a toolbar and there should be no space between it and the bottom of the browser. 
 
 

Make the Gallery bar appear more clickable 
 
The design of the Gallery bar needs to suggest to users that it is something they should click. 
This can be accomplished by changes in the visual design, including the suggested changes to 
the bar listed above. Gray should be avoided as a dominant color since that may be interpreted 
as being disabled. The bar should have a noticeable rollover state, even when it is minimized at 
the bottom of the browser. And the entire length of the bar should be clickable (the prototype only 
had the words clickable). 
 
 

Reconsider the name Gallery 
 
The name “Gallery” does not seem to provide the best description of what this section of the 
application does. Explore using other terms for this section. If the name remains “Gallery”, 
consider adding explanatory text as a rollover or tooltip. 
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Reconsider the behavior of the Gallery bar 
 
Users were confused with the way the Gallery bar behaved. Some of this can be addressed by 
changing the design, but the behavior of a web page element anchoring itself to the bottom of the 
browser is still relatively novel. Users have been trained to expect navigation elements to be in 
specific places, like the top of the page. Although AdKeeper is more application than web page, it 
might not be worth the effort of introducing users to how the Gallery bar works. It might be more 
effective to treat it as a more traditional navigational element such as a button or a tab. 

 
 
Add “My” to the menus in the Keeper 

 
To avoid any confusion about whether the Keeperʼs Advertisers and Categories menus list all 
available advertisers or categories or just the advertisers and categories reflected by the ads the 
user has saved, rename them “My Advertisers” and “My Categories”. 
 

 
 

 
 
Other Findings 
 
In general, users found the AdKeeper application easy to use. 
 
 
The Keeper 
 

• Users understood how to get more information by clicking on the ad 
• Users understood how to share, and that sharing would publish to their Facebook status 

o No users were familiar with the Share This logo 

 
• Users were able to print and delete the ads 

 

 
 

o Some users printed using the browser menu or right clicking. Would that function the 
same as the print button? 

o Some users expressed uncertainty about what would happen if they tried to print an 
animated Flash movie 

o Although users could find print and delete, most first looked for them in the area near the 
share buttons. Users seemed to view this as a toolbar area to perform actions on the 
current ad, and expected to find those functions located there 
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• Users understood what the carousel was and how it worked 
• There was some confusion about whether the filters and search applied to all possible ads or just 

the ads the user had saved 
o Changing the wording as mentioned above will help 
o Some of this may have been an artifact of testing. For example, one user thought they 

applied to her ads, but when directed to find more ads she reconsidered and thought they 
might list all ads, but upon interacting with the menus, she saw that her first assumption 
was right 

• At least one user found the term “Advertisers” a little strange. 
o “...an advertiser is a solicitor, whereas a company is someone I connect with…” 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
The Gallery 
 

• Once they found the Gallery, users had no problems saving additional ads 
• Users also were able to figure out how to get back to their Keeper 
• Once they were in the Gallery, users understood the distinction between this part of the 

application which shows all ads and the Keeper which shows their ads 
• Most users understood that the filters and search field would now search ads within the Gallery 
• Users did not understand what Collections would do 

o There was no menu on rollover in the prototype. Such a menu would let users know what 
to anticipate 

 
 
Recommendations 

Add tool tips to buttons 
 
This will help avoid any misinterpretation of the icons and let people know what the Share This 
icon is. 
 
 

Provide an explanation about printing Flash 
 
Users donʼt know what to expect when printing animations. Let them know by adding information 
in a rollover or tool tip on the print icon or in an overlay that appears when the print icon is clicked. 
 
 

Move the print and delete buttons near the share buttons 
 
Place all actions that apply to the current ad in one, single toolbar area. 
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Change what the “Advertiser” menus are called 
 
Advertisers are how people in the industry think. To users, they are just Companies and Brands. 
Changing the name to Companies or Brands will also make the menu more appealing to users. 

 
 
Reconsider the name “Collections” 

 
Explore other words for this section to give users a better idea of why they might want to use this 
feature. 

 
 
 
Future Functionality 
 
In the course of testing, some users started to make suggestions of features they would like to see. 
 

• Expanding what is kept beyond ads 
o Being able to save other sites, microsites, landing pages, etc. with the Keep button 
o Being able to enter in your own URLs and sites to save along with your ads 
o This could be a way to get non-partner content (or at least links to that content) into 

AdKeeper 
• An iPhone app or mobile site allowing users to see coupons and offers while theyʼre shopping 
• Have the Gallery learn what youʼre interested in from what youʼve saved and prioritize similar ads 

when you browse the Gallery 
• Get something special from AdKeeper or AdKeeper ads. Special offers, discounts, or other 

benefits by being part of the club 
• Being able to compare coupons and offers side by side (e.g., comparing car ads from multiple 

brands) 
• Adding the ability to sort ads in your Keeper, especially sorting by expiration date 
• Being able to set alerts for ads to notify you when the coupon or offer is expiring soon 
• Allowing users to set up rules to automatically save or be notified of ads matching certain 

keywords. For example, if youʼre planning a trip, you can ask to be notified of all airline ads, or if 
you always shop at the Gap, you can ask to be notified of any new Gap ads. 
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Participants 
 
January 27, 2011 Zach Larry Cassie Michael Sheryl 

Age 18-24 50-60 35-45 35-45 25-34 

Gender Male Male Female Male Female 

Marital Status Single Married Married Married Married 

Children? No No No Yes Yes 

HHI $100k+ $60-100k $60-100k $60-100k $100k+ 

Ethnicity Caucasian Caucasian Caucasian Asian-Amer Pac. Island 

Work in Advertising? No No No No No 

Banner Click Last Month Last Week Last Year Last Month Last Week 

Online Savings Online Promo 
Discounts 

Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

Online Promo 
Discounts 

Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

January 28, 2011 Gina Sean Lita Eleanor Matthew 

Age 25-34 35-45 35-45 25-34 25-34 

Gender Female Male Female Female Male 

Marital Status Single Married Widowed Married Single 

Children? No Yes Yes No No 

HHI $60-100k $100k+ $60-100k $100k+ $60-100k 

Ethnicity Caucasian Caucasian Caucasian Asian-Amer Caucasian 

Work in Advertising? No No No No No 

Banner Click Last Month Last Week Last Month Last Year Never 

Online Savings Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

Coupons 
Online Promo 
Discounts 

Online Promo Coupons 

 
 
 


